In recent decades the temperature trends are being confirmed earlier. To determine the temperature changes in Brazil, analysis of annual trends and seasons was carried out based on daily data from 187 weather stations, covering the period from 2000 to 2014. Trends were confirmed using the Cumulative Sum Chart, a method that notices the changes in series faster than others. The modeling of temperature was obtained by Multiple Regression and using Cluster Analysis, and through this it was possible to group weather stations. The observed trends confirmed oscillations in cooling, heating and, in some cases, cooling followed by heating. These main trends presented during the study period were from -15 to 0 in latitude. The region with the highest confirmation of inversions in temperature was the North, then Northeast. Heights below 500 meters presented higher trends. Regarding the seasons, autumn contributed significantly to the trends.
associated with the ocean heating which is derived from air currents (Kerr 1992) . Several authors report more of a regime change in the temperature series in the years 1925 -2004 (Torgovitski 2015 Lorentzen 2015) . Regional climate characteristics have local trends which differ in some cases from the global average and in some regions, it was observed cooling trends followed by heating (Bajat et al. 2015; Balling-JR et al. 1998) .
Works that covered a large territory as Vincent et al. (2005) , Klein-Tank et al. (2002) and Klein-Tank and Konnen (2003) had a challenge to the quality of data because of the numerous Weather Stations and long period studied. To work with lack of data, researchers can delete, accept few gaps or include data from the nearest Weather Station. To identify trends, methods more applied in temperature are the Sum of Least Squares (LSQ), Cumulative Sum Chart (CUSUM), among others.
The process control charts have been tested previously by Roberts (1966) , who conducted tests in five models, where the Cumulative Sum chart surpassed the others to categorize small variations and summarize the story. Currently, it has been studied by Zhang et al. (2011) and Torgovitski (2015) and it has been applied by authors like Almazroui et al. (2013) and Fischer et al. (2012) in time series to identify trends in temperatures. Bajat et al. (2015) conducted a temperature analysis in Serbia applying CUSUM method, as did Lorentzen (2015) who evaluated the coast of Norway. When analyzing temperatures in South America with LSQ method, Vincent et al. (2005) included in his research 19 Brazilian Weather Stations. Thus, this paper applies the methods covered by Bajat et al. (2015) and Lorentzen (2015) and it has a larger scope than studies done by Vincent et al. (2005) .
The main purpose of this article is to contribute to the knowledge of the average trend of temperatures that occurred in Brazil from 2000 to 2014. However, the goals extend to: analyze the temperature using the CUSUM control chart; find patterns of trends in average annual and seasons; A possible to notice that the amplitude of temperature has small changes. Brazil is subdivided into five regions as seen in Table 01 . Due to the distribution of seasons which are considered scarce in some areas of this study, it was not possible to apply some common interpolation methods in order to make an isothermal map.
However, the regression model was applied to obtain a map of annual average temperatures for the period 2000-2014. According to Gomez et al. (2008) , climatological regressions usually incorporate the Gomez et al. (2008) analyze the heights and the geographic coordinates as independent variables and the temperature as a dependent. Walpole et al. (2011) show that the regression can be calculated and applied as a model. The regression model can be considered if there is a relationship between two or more variables (Montgomery et al. 2015; Montgomery & Runger 2010) . The model suggested by Devore (2015) was adopted in this research as presented in Eq.
TEMPERATURE MODELING
(1).
Where ̂ is equal to the estimated temperature, 1 is the altitude and 2 is the latitude. The longitude was not significant.
Pesaran-Pesaran test can be applied to detect the presence of heteroscedasticity in the model.
The test is performed by linear regression between (̂; 2 ). If there is no relationship between the homoscedasticity test variables is discarded.
The data were grouped by region and altitude, after this, they were analyzed. The Linear
Regression calculation was applied for identifying the averages change trends versus time. The grouping analysis was performed to classify cities and aggregates them based on their characteristics. In this article, the groups were formed by the average connection method. When analyzing the data, the criterion is to compare the distance between the group formed with the pre-existing, prevailing its average.
TREND DETERMINATION
The method of least-squares (LSQ) was used to estimate data trends. The period observed in the annual average temperatures changes its inclination from one WS to another. For this reason, the change detections were applied to the average first before making the estimate of annual trends.
For the changes of detection and determination in the year, the production of CUSUM graph was made. The CUSUM illustration is a graphical method for variation detection. Consider the cumulative sum 0 ; 1 ; … ; which is calculated from the data ; … ; , which is assumed randomly, as follows ( = 0; 1; … ; ). 
Where + is the positive inclination and − is the negative inclination.
Efron and Tibshirani (1991) presented a bootstrap analysis with the reordering of data sampled around the average and with tails smoothing. They reported that with the subtraction of some data it is possible to determine the average within the 95% confidence level, even if there has been a change in the average due to the displacement or change of the sampled site. To determine the change location in CUSUM chart we can use the following expressions:
Where is the extreme point between 0 and in CUSUM chart and represents * .
The point where returns a value greater than in Eq. (4) or (5) Where ̂ is the new estimated mean; is the target value; and corresponds to the reference value.
An important observation in the CUSUM graph is that it sums the differences, and may thus determine when there was a change in the average, thereby ensuring randomness of data around the target value. The autocorrelation function and partial autocorrelation function was calculated to determine if the sample is stationary (Montgomery et al. 2015) .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In order to identify how modeling the temperature variable would be, we considered how the height above sea level influences average temperature. For this, the Multiple Regression model was used in Brazilian WSs. Data from Multiple Regression are showed in Table 02 .
How estimated model it is possible to produce the Isothermal map using the Digital Elevation
Model (DEM). Spatial data can be downloaded at the Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics
(IBGE 2016). was 0.28% which proves that there is homoscedasticity.
The estimated temperature variation in Brazil when geographical location is kept fixed and the altitude is increased by 01 meter, temperature variation is -0.0023°C. When moves the latitude in 01°C The result of cluster analysis was shown in Table 03 . There the results are classified into six groups. It can be seen in the groups that as the temperature and latitude decrease, cities are displaced to the next cluster with greater height.
Biweekly and annual temperature average analysis were performed to identify variations in the series from 2000 to 2014. Figure 02a and 02b represents the standard deviation of the average temperature. Figure 02a presents average daily temperatures of 15 days with its standard deviation.
Brazil annual temperature in Figure 02b showed higher standard deviation, indicating that the temperature is influenced by local characteristics. Subsequently, possible changes in the average annual time series were identified, thereby discovering trends over the years from one WS to another. The analysis results of the data sample series showed significant trends. After calculating the sample correlation LAG-k the sampled data were clarified.
The confidence interval with a 95% significance can be calculated for = 15 and = − 1.
where is the number of annual averages and is the number of series lag observed, being necessary to calculate the confidence interval for each series considered. The correlation function presented an exponentially decaying confirming that the data were stationary for the Brazilian case. The sample correlation for the average temperature has the standard error of 0.258°C.
The Figure It was concluded that in Brazil some WS have stationary series and other trends.
CUSUM charts were produced in order to determine the weather changes or reversals in the WSs and the years which showed trends are plotted in Figure 03b , they were determined by Eq's. (6) and ( Figure 03c . In this figure, it was observed that more than 62% of the changes in average temperature are between 0.1 and 0.5°C. And the duration of trends is presented in Figure 03d . In this figure, the duration of most of the changes is between 04 to 07 years.
When conducting an analysis in Germany using the CUSUM chart in the period 1901-2012, Torgovitski (2015) reports changes in the years 1956 and 2004, the first one started in the second half of the 20th century with an increase of 1.5°C thus taking 31 years to be proven. In Brazil, in 15 years
there was an accumulation of 40% of changes in a short period, which proves that trends are being observed in less time interval. The greater cooling was Luzilândia, the state of Piauí, which has 49 m high with a decrease of -0.63°C, followed by Correntina, state of Bahia, with an altitude of 549.47 m and cooling of 0.62°C. In the areas that heating trends were determined, Taubaté, state of São Paulo, By applying the LSQ method, the analysis of monthly average temperature series resulted in some periods in which there have been changes in the averages with a cooling followed by heating. A cooling period was found in Europe in the '70s (Balling-JR et al. 1998; Klein-Tank et al. 2002) . In these cities, cooling changes presented were -0.37; -0.26 and -0.23°C followed by heating about 0.13, 0.26 and 0.44°C, respectively.
These results were also observed by Bajat et al. (2015) who conducted an analysis of annual averages and found in Serbia a cooling period of -0.01 to -0.87°C per decade, followed by a heating The trends were related to altitude regions in order to specify in detail the climatic inversions. Figure 04a is the ratio of the trends confirmed by height. The quantity of WS confirmed below 500m, in altitudes from 500 to 1000m, and over a thousand meters are in Figure 04c . Figure 04b shows the trend in the regions of Brazil. The list of trends by regions is in Figure 04d . The changes identified in the regions were in the South of the country climate change were not identified during the study period;
in the Southeast trends were confirmed in 17% of WSs; in the Midwest the changes were 37.5%; the inversions in the Northeast were 57.14%; and the biggest trend was in the North with 62.5%
confirmations. The trends in this period concentrated between -15 to 0° in latitude.
Changes were observed within the interval of one year, so the data were divided into a smaller time scale for better understanding. They were classified as summer, autumn, winter and spring. In these seasons three trends were identified: cool, heat and both. The summer, autumn and winter seasons had more heating records, but in the spring, the opposite occurred.
The average temperature analysis in the seasons was studied by Brunet et al. (2007) . The summer season is shown in Figure 05a . In this figure, it was observed 6 WSs with cooling trends in 0.98 to 0.22°C, heating trends is from 0.13 to 1.9°C in 94 WSs. It was confirmed 27 trends to the year 2009 and after this date, the records were 72 changes, lasting 8-13 years. The trends concentration that occurred below 500 meters was confirmed in 75% of WSs and above 1,000m, only 02% were confirmed. Figure 05b . Confirmed trends grouped in 0-500m were 74.3%, for heights of 500-1,000 m 19,8% were found and above 1,000m confirmations were 5.9%.
The results for spring were plotted in Figure 05d . In this figure, it was observed the cooling of 0.21 to 0.87°C with 37 records and heating from 0.15 to 2.26°C, which was confirmed by 30 WSs. The results were divided into two: 23 confirmations by 2009 and 44 after 2010, and duration of 06-13 years.
The spring season was the one with higher trend confirmation below 500 meters with 80.6% of trends, between 500 to 1,000m was 16.4% and above 1,000 meters were only 03%.
The analysis of annual data showed fewer change records than the seasons. The station with the highest trend was fall with 106 uncommitted changes, followed by winter with 101. There were fewer records in the spring season with 67 and summer showed a change in 100 WSs. In the studied time, interval change of regimes was confirmed in 86.7% of the cities studied, which is more than double the annual review.
CONCLUSIONS
The lack of data from Weather Stations maintenance or other, which are usually discarded, can be used if the gap is small, but it must be cautious in selecting the next season. CUSUM chart provides results equivalent to other methods, confirming the identification of climate trends.
The series of annual average temperature and seasons of 187 WSs was used to calculate the trends in Brazil from 2000 to 2014. The CUSUM charts were produced for each WS in order to detect changes in the years. The results of variance analysis showed that the annual temperature changes can be detected in almost all series. The CUSUM graphics produced by the temperature series indicated variations with a higher incidence between the years 2009-2014. The data series in which cooling trend followed by heating appeared were studied separately. The model estimated a drop in average Vincent et al. 2005) . According to these authors, there is a heating trend in one season and cooling in another within the same year, therefore, the analysis per station presents more detailed data. It was verified that the fall season is the station with the largest contribution to the yearly trends, followed by winter. The positive trend in high-level significance is recorded in most weather stations.
